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BELL SYSTEM PRACTICES 
Central Office Maintenance 
Apparatus Requirements and AdJusting Prooedures 

ADDENDUM A470.003 
Issue 3-D, 11-29-33 

Standard 

SEgJENCE SWITCHES 

"A" AND "B" TYPES 

l. CJENERAL 

1.01 This addendum covers the addition ot 
requirements and adjusting procedures 

tor split contact springs, the addition 
or requirements tor location ot driving 
disc with respect to driven disc, and cen• 
tering of contact springs on cams, and a 
change in the procedures ror cleaning and 
tor gap between driving and driven discs. 
It supplements section A470.003 1 Issue 1-0, 
and replaces Addendum A470.003, Issue 2-D. 
This addendum is reissued to add the re
quirements and adjusting procedures tor 
split contact springs. Detailed reasons 
for reissue will be found at the end of the 
parts attected. 

1.02 In addition to meeting requirements 
2.u .. 2.19, end 2.23 of this .addendum, 

split contact springs shall meet require
ments 2.12 to 2.16, inclusive, of Section 
A470.003, Issue 1-D. 

2. BEQUIREMENTS 

2.01 Requirements 2.oa, 2.11 and 2.19 or 
section A470.003 shall be replaced by 

the following and requirement 2.2~ shall be 
added. 

2.oe Location or Driving Disc With Res:e_eot 
to Driven Disc ana1So1e-P1ece 

(a) Fig. l \A) - When the drive magnet 
is energized, the bottom ot the 

driving disc shall not be below the 
edge of the driven disc nor more than 
1/16" above it. This requirecent shall 
be met in all positions of rotation or 
the sequence switch and driving disc. 
Gauge by eye• 

( b) Fig. l ( BJ - With the drive magnet 
deenergized, and with the driving 

disc in the posi t1 on where it is nearest 
the pole-piece of the drive magnet, the 
gap between the driving disc and the 
pole-piece shall be: 

Max •• 010" 
Use the No. 85B gauge. 

(c) Fig. l (B) - The driving disc shall 
not touch the pole•piece with the 

drive magnet energized. Gauge by 
eye. 

Driven Diso~-----~ 

Dr1 ve Magnet 

Driving Disc 
( Approximately 
l/8" Thick) 

Fig. l 

2.11 Contact Spring Preesure 

( e) Fig. 2 ( A) - When 'the contact springs 
are resting on the metal part or 

the OSillS the pressure of the springs 
against the cams measured where the 
springs bend in to make contact with 
the cams, shall be: 

Test • Min. 25 grams, Max. '10 gr8IIIB 
Reea'Jus t • Min. 30 grams, Yax. 60 grall18 

Use the No. 68B gauge. 

( b) 

ing 
the 
be: 

Note: In tbe case of the split con
tact spring, this pressure shall 
be measured on the outer prong 
~hen the inner prong leaves the 
cam. 

After tul'nover, as an optional check 
when the contact springs are rest• 

on the insulation, the pressure ot 
springs measured as in (a), shall 

Min. 15 grams, Max. 60 
Use the No. 68B gauge. 

grams 

(c) Split Contact Springs Only• Fig. 
2 {BJ - The contact spring pressure 

shall be approximately equally distri• 
buted between the two prongs. This re
quirement shall be considered as having 
been met if the two prongs leave the 
cam approximately simultaneously when 
the contact spring is moved away 
from the cam by applying pressure 
to the spring at a point back or 
the slot. Gauge by eye and by 
reel. 
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Split Contact 
Sprins---

Fig. ~ 

2.19 · Speoial Spring Adjustment 

(a) When specified on the circuit re
quirement table, special seque9ce 

requirements shall be met. 

(b) Split Contact Springs Only - When 
specified on the circuit requirement 

table, the two prongs shall be in ap
proximate alignment. This requirement 
shall be considered as having been met 
it both prongs leave the end or a cam 
cutting approxitna.tely simultaneously as 
gauged by eye, when the sequence switch 
is rotated slowly by hand. 

2 .23 or C_ontaet s r in s on Cams• 
App es on y o post on sequence 

switches on which cams or spring assemblies 
have been replaced or on which cams have 
been relocated.) The position or the con
tact spring With respect to the cam cut• 
tings, measured at the center or the con
tacting surteoe ot the spring in the case 
of the non-split spring, or at t~e center 
or the contacting portion of the prong ne~ 
er the extremities ot the limits 1n the case 
of the split spring, shall be es follows: 
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( a) outer Cuttin s "A" 
cam • i e "A" cam ro er cen• 

tere manually in any notch of the "A" 
cam, the distance between the contact
ing edge or the spring (or the center 
or the contacting surface in the case 
of worn springs) and any one of the 
points mentioned below shell be: 

Min •• 032", Max. ,128" 
Gauge by eye. 

(1) Fig. 3 (A) - The beg~nning of 
any whole numbered cutting with 

the, spring resting on the metal por
tion of the cam. 

centerofAny Position 1 ~--(A) 

Beginning or 
Whole Numbered 
outer Cutting 

End or Halt 
Numbered 

,i" ,, 

,/ 

outer cutting-~ .. ~~~~t=:~:L:i.~~ 

Con.tact 
Spring 
(Approximately 
.020" Thick)----' 

Fig. 3 

', ', ', 

~--(B) 

(2) Fig. 4 (A) - The end or any 
whole numbered cutting with the 

spring resting on the metal portion of 
the cam. 

(3) Fig. 4 (B) • The beginning ot 
any belt' numbered cut ting with the 

spring resting on the insulation. 

(4) Fig. 3 (B} - The end or any 
halt numbered cutting with the 

spring resting on the insulation. 

(b) Outer Half-Numbered Cuttings - Fig. 
4 (C) .. with the "A" cam roller oer, 

tered marruelly in any notch or the "A" 
cam, and with the contact spring rest
ing on the insulation, the conteo.t spring 
shall not make contact wlth· the begin• 
ning or any halt numbered cutting. Gauge 
by eye. 

(A)---

Fig. 4 

Center ot 
Arrr Position 

Enci or Whole 
Numbered 

Outer Cutting 

Beginning of 
Halt Numbered 
outer cutting 

(C) 

Con tao t Spring 
(A.pproximatelf 

.020" Thick) 
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Cuttin s "A" 
g. e 'A 

cam ro er centered manually 1n any notch 
or the "A" cam and w1 th the spring rest
ing on the metal portion of the cem, 
the aistance between the beginning of 
a whole numbered cutting and the con• 
tacting edge or the sp~ing (or the cen
ter or the contacting surface in the 
case or worn springs) shall be: 

Min. ,018", :fax •• 072" 
Gauge by eye. 

Center of 
Any Position-------~ 

Beginning of 
Whole NUmbered 
Inner Cutting---

Fig, 5 

(d) "A" Cams Only When the cam shaft 
assembly is rotated manually from 

the center of any position, the "A" cam 
contact spring shall make contact with 
the "A" cam before any contact spring 
breaks contact with a whole numbered 
cutting or any cam. Gauge by eye. 

REASON FOR REISSUE - CHANGE IN REQUIREMENTS 

1. To cover requirements tor split contact 
springs (2.11) and l2.l9), (Information 
for w.E. Co. covered by C0-127729). 

3, ADJUSTING PROCEDURES 

3.001 List or Tools Reference to "KS•5402 
Motor" in the list or tools in sec

tion A470.003 shall be changed to: 

Code No. Descri;etion 

K.S-5402 1/8 H.P. 110 Volt A,C. Motor 
(List l) 

KS-5402 1/8 H.P. 110 Volt D.C, Motor 
(List 2) 

Additional Tools 

373B 

462A 

KS•6320 

Contact Burnisher Holder 

Spring Adjuster 

Orange Stick 

Sturtevant No, 179 Flexible 
Rubber Cleaning Tool (or its 
equivalent) 

No, 5 Sash Brush 

ADDENDUM A470.008 

3.002 Procedures 3,01, 3,07- (M-1), 3,08 1 
and 3.19 of Section A470.003 shall 

be replaced by the following and procedures 
3,11 (4) and (5) and 3,26 shall be added. 

3.01 Cleaning (Rq.2,01) 

(1) The sequence of operations in clean
ing a sequence switch is as fol• 

lows: 

(a) Condition the cam cleaning brush• 
es for at least five hours. (Para

graph (2)). 

(b) Assemble the motor•driven cam 
cleaning equipment and inspect 

it for proper operation. (Paragraphs 
( 3) to { 7), Incl.). 

(c) Clean dust from the spring assem
blies and clean the sequence 

switch rrame. (ParagTaphs (8) and(9)). 

( d) Inspect for tightness of cam shaft 
assembly and for drive pull. (Para-

graph ( 10)). 

( e) Clean all cams except the adjacent 
surfaces of the "A" and "B" cams. 

( Paragraph ( li) ) 

( :t') Clean adjacent surfaces of the "A" 
and "B" cams. (Paragraph (12)) 

( g) After cleaning, allow the sequence 
switch to rotate during the time 

required to clean next sequence 
switch, (Paragraph (13)) 

( h) Inspect sequence switch drive pull 
and cleanliness. (Paragraph (13)) 

( 1) Make the necessary tests to make 
sure that the c 1rcu1 t :runc·tions 

satisfactorily. (Paragraph (14)) 

(2) Before the cleaning is to be done 
condition the cam cleaning brushes 

as follows. Moisten e KS-2423 cloth, 
with water, to the dripping point and 
wrap about ten of the brushes in the 
cloth, Then place the wet cloth in 
which the brushes are wrapped, iQ a 
closed container, such as a glass fruit 
jar, and let them stand for at least 5 
hours. If the brushes are iert In the 
container longer than 24 hours, the me
tal parts of the brush may become ex
cessively corroded, A small amount of 
rust is not objectionable,however. Con
ditioning the brush in this manner 
makes the bristles more flexible and 
causes them to expand so that they w1ll 
not come out or the brush, 

(3) Assemble the motor driven cleaning 
equipment as follows: Pull out the 

threadea coupling, which is 1nsi de of the 
flexible shaft at the motor end,endscrew 
the flexible shaft ont.o the motor shaft. 
With the fingers, turn the coupling and 
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3.01 {Continued) 

motor shaft to a position such that it 
is possible to insert one or the 1/8" 
pins (t'urnisbed with the equipment) 
through the hole into the end piece of 
the motor to lock the motor shaft from 
rotating. By means ot the other 1/B" 
pin, tighten the coupling. Remove the 
l/8" pins and, with the fingers, screw 
the knurled casing ~oupling onto the 
motor, Connect the No. 435A vacuum 
head to the other end ot the flexible 
shaft, being sure that the split end 
piece of the flexible sha.tt properly en• 
gages the vacuum head shaft. The motor 
may be set on the No. 433A motor floor 
stand, or it may be mounted on a roll
ing ladder by means ot the No. 434A mo
tor ladder bracket. In either case, the 
motor must be placed in a position such 
that when the cleaning operation is in 
progress, there will be no sharp bends 
or kinks in the flexible drive shaft. 
Connect the drive motor plug to a recep
tacle in the lighting circuit. Insert 
the plug of the flexible lamp cord into 
the receptacle on the vacuum head and 
connect the clips on the other end to 
the 24 volt battery and ground termin
als on the battery supply connecting 
block. 

(4) Mount a cam cleaning brush which 
bas been conditioned as covered in 

(2) in the vacuum head by inserting the 
tlat end of the brush into the hole in 
the driving element as shown in Fig. 6 
and turning the brush w1 th the fingers 
until it engages inside of the shaft. 
Push the cam cleaning brush in tar 
enough so that the extreme end clears 
the bearing post and then release the 
brush, being sure that its extreme end 
rests on the bearing m the bearing post. 

(5) Start the drive motor and make sure 
tllat the cam cleaning brush rotates 

smoothly and that none of the parts bind; 
then stop the motor. Make sure that the 
fiber guard or the No. 435A vacuum head 
is in satisfactory condition. If any of 
the parts appear to require cleaning, lu
brication, adjustment or replacement, 
refer to the sections or Divisions A400 
and A500 covering portable motor equip
ment for base metal contact m.ainten
ance. 

( 6) Insert the nozzle ot the vacuum hose 
of the vacuum cleaner into the No. 

435A vacuum head, using the standard ad
apter. Locate the vacuum cleaner so that 
the vacuum hose will be as straight as 
possible when the cleaning operation is 
in progress. Make sure that the vacuum 
cleaner is in good condition. Start the 
vacuum cleaner and make sure that the 
proper amount of suction, as Judged by 
experience, is at both openings or the 
vacuum head. 
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No. 435A Vacuum Head 

Fiber Guard 

Bearing Post 

Cleaning 
Brush 

Fig. 6 - Method or 11.:ounting Cam 
Cleaning Brush in the 
No. ~35A Vacuum Head 

(7) Wrap the short 7/8" strap or the 
leather supporting belt 1:lvice around 

the vacuum hose, flexible drive shaft, 
flexible lamp cord and motor control 
lead about 3 to 5 feet from the vacuum 
head and fasten the buckle. Slip the 
large strap over the left shoulder so 
that the parts bald together by the 7/fY' 
strap will be supported on the right 
side of the operator's body, and adjust 
these straps as required. The switch 
in the motor control lead should be 
in a position convenient to the opera
tor. 

(8) If a number of sequence switches in 
a bay are to be cleaned, begin with 

the topmost swi toh and work downward. Com
pletely clean each sequen~e switch be
fore proceeding to the next one. Remove 
the vacuum hose from the No. 435A vac
uum bead and mount the Sturtevant No. 179 
cleaning tool on the nozzle of the hose. '!hen 
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brush all loose dirt orr or the se
quence switch frame and contact springs 
with the No. 5 sash brush, utilizing the 
vacuum to catoh the dirt. Hold the vac
uum hose so that the slot in the attach
ment 1s horizontal and beneath the points 
being cleaned. If necessary,hold an ex
tension lamp 1n the s8llle hand with the 
vacuum hose similar to the manner shown 
in Fig. a. 
(9) Clean the sequence switch frame by 

~iping it with a moistened KS-2423 
cloth. Moisten the cloth by dipping a 
small portion (about l") or 1t in water 
and then crumpling it up 1n the hands 
untfl the moisture has been distributed 
evenly to all parts or the cloth. 

(10) Ma~e sure that the clamping nut or 
the cam sbafi assembly is tight and 

if necessary tighten the nut as covered 
in procedure 3.15-3.16 or the section. 
Also check requirement 2.02 or the sec
tion (Drive Pull) and 1! necessary, re
condition the driving disc friction sur
faces as covered in procedure 3.02 or 
the section. The driving and driven 
discs should not slip during the clean
ing operation because if slippage oc
curs, dust may be left on parts or the 
cams. While the cleaning operation is in 
progress on the sequence switch cams, ro
tate the sequence switch electrically AS 
covered in paragraph 3,005 ot the section. 

Flexible Le.mp Cord--------~ 

Standard Adapter---------._ 

Flexible Drive Shaft-----

Vacuum Hose----------.. 

Switch in Motor 
Control Lead-------' 

(11) Remove the cleaning tool from the 
vacuum hose and insert the noz

zle ot the hose into the No. 435A vac
uum head. If the cam cleaning brush has 
been used to clean as many as 4 sequence 
switches. (exclusive ot "Afl cams), re
place the brush at this time. With the 
oam cleaning brush and the vacuum clean• 
er both operating. begin with the cams 
on one end ot the switch except the ad
jacent surfaces :Jt the "A" and "B" cams. 
Slowly insert the revolving cam clean
ing brush horizontally between the low
er halves ot the cams, as shown in Fig. 
7, until the bearing post touches the 
sequence sw1 toh frame. Do not insert 
the cam cleaning brush upward from the 
bottom ot the cams, or press the brush 
upward against the cam separators, or 
sideways against the cams as these op
erations tend to aestroy the bristles 
of the brush. Hold the cleaning equip
ment so 12:lat the shaft of the cam clean
ing brush is parallel to the surfaces 
of the cams end preferably horizontally. 
Do not hold the cleaning equipment so 
that the end of the cam cleaning brush 
nearer the operator is lower than the 
outer end because when inclined in such 
e aireotion the maximum cleaning ef
ficiency ot the brush may not be util
ized. The brush may, however, be in
clined slightly in the opposite direc
tion if it is not feasible to hold it 
horizontally. Clean the cams while the 
switch m.akes at least two complete revo
lutions. Then slowly withdraw the cam 

,-------No. 435A 
Vacuum Head 

Cam Cleaning Brush 

Fig. 7 - Method of Inserting Cam Cleaning 
Brush Between Two Cams 
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3.01 (Continued) 

cleaning brush. It 1s important that the 
brush be removed slowly 1n order to al
low sufficient time for the vacuum to 
collect the dust dislodged by the brush. 
When the above procedure is followed, 
most of tb.e dust which is dislodged Will 
be drawn into tb.e vacuum cleaner. Hence, 
if an appreciable amount of dust 1s ob
served in the air, recheck the cleaning 
equipment to see if anything has been 
overlooked, Clean all of the cams, ex
cept the adjacent surfaces of "A" and 
"B" cams, in succession, from one end 
or the cam shaft assembly to the other. 

( 12) Stop the cleaning brush drive motor, 
aisconnect the vacuum hose from the 

No. 435A vacuum head and support the vac
uum head so as to avoid placing an ex
cessive strain on the flexible drive 
shaft. Select a cam cleaning brush which 
has been conditioned as covered in (2) 
and which has been used to clean two or 
three sequence switches as covered in 
(11) and is worn down slightly, ror use 
in cleaning the adjacent surfaces of the 
"A" and.. "B" cams. Mount this brush in 
the No. 373B contact burnisher hold
er. In cleaning the "A" cams, examine 
the brush frequently and discard it when 
it starts to accu.nru.late excessive oil 
and dust. In general, do not clean the 
"a" cams of more then l~ sequence switch
es with one brush. Mount the Sturtevant 
No. 179 cleaning tool on the nozzle of 
the vacuum hose and hold the suction 
opening below the "A" and "B" cams 
so as to catch narticles of dirt which 
will be loosened: Hold the extension 
light and vacuum hose in the right hand 
and insert the cam cleaning brush be
tween the "A" and "B" cams with the left 
hand as shown in Fig. e. Hold the cam 
cleaning brush against the spacing col
lar and clean the adjacent surfaces of 
the "A" and "B" cams during two or three 
revolutions of the sequence switch. 

(13) After cleaning the C8llls, allow the 
sequence switch to continue ro

tating during the time required to 
clean the next sequence switch. Then 
inspect the sequence switch for clean
liness of the cam surfaces, particu
larly the corners formed by the begin
nings of the cuttings and the insula
tion. It is not expected that all of 
the discoloration will have been re
moved from the cams or that the "A" 
cam will be as bright as the other cams 
because of the band method used in 
cleaning it. Re clean any surfaces 
necessary and recheck requirement· 2.02 
(Drive Pull), 
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(14) Make the necessary tests to ascer
tain that the circuit is in satis

factory operating condition. 

No. 373B Contact 
Burnisher Holder----

Sturtevant No. 179 
Cleaning Tool---~ 

Exhnsion Light 

Fig. B - Method or Cleaning Adjacent 
Surfaces of "A" and "B" Cams 

3,07 Gap Between Driving and Driven Discs 
(Rq.2.07) 

(1) Check the gap between the driving 
and driven discs with the vertical 

drive shaft revolving. Rotate these
quence switch slowly hy hand ana make 
sure that the requirement is met in ell 
positions. In checking for the maximum 
limit of the requirement, insert the 
No. 85C gauge in the gap and hold the 
gauge lightly between the fingers. If, 
in any position, the gauge and discs do 
not bind, it 1s an indication that the 
gap is too large, In checking for the 
minimum limit of the requirement in cases 
where space is provided for mounting 6 
or more sequence switches between the 
vertical drive shaft bearings, make sure 
that the requirement is met when the 
drive magnet of -e i tber the sequence 
switch directly above or the one direct
ly below that on which the gap is b~ 
ing checked is energized. It the require
ment is not met under this condition, 
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3.07 

3.08 

(Continued) 

deenergize the drive magnet of the ad• 
jecent sequence swi,tch and reedjust the 
gap toward the maximum as outlined in 
M-2 to M•lO, inclusive, of the section. 

Locetion of Drivfng Disc with Res~ct 
to bn.ven Disc and Pole-Piece ( Rq.2~8) 

( 1) Check the gap be tween the driv~ disc 
and pole-piece, if possible, when no 

other magnets associated with the same 
vertical drive shaft are energized. Do 
this with the vertical drive shaft re
volving; by insertitlf' the No. 85B gauge 
between the pole-piece and the driving 
disc. With the sequence switch mag
net deenergized, there must be a decid• 
ed drag on the ~up:e in at least one posi
tion, but the gap sbould be large enough 
to receive it without forcing. Then re
move the gauge, energize the drive mag
net and make sure that the driving disc 
does not touch the pole-piece. 

(2) Before me.king any adjustments for 
this requirement, check a:Ll of the 

sequence switches in the bay. It the 
majority of the discs are too high or 
too low with respect to the driven discs 
or pole-pieces or both ~tis an indi• 
cation that the position of the ver
tical drive shaft has shifted. In such 
cases, determine whether the provisions 
o!" the section of this division covering 
vertical driVe shafts and associated ap
paratus will perm.1 t rai sinp: or lowering 
the vertical drive shaft sufficiently to 
obtain a mean adjustment 1.br the majority 
of the discs. If so, proceed to raise 
or lo"Wer the vertical drive shaft ee 
covered in that section and as covered 
in ( 3) and ( 4). I1' the provisions of the 
section do not permit sufficient move
ment of the vertical drive shaft, read
just as covered 1n ( 5) to ( 10 l inclusive• 
Since 1t will be necessary to stop the 
vertical drive shaft when adjusting for 
part (a) of the requirement, make this 
adjustment at a ti.me when it w111 be 
least likely to interfere with service. 

( 3) U or1t 
or oo ow n a er ns a a ons 

the drivin~ disc above the second bear
ing from the bottom of the vertical drive 
shaft is used as a reference disc for 
locatin(l the vertical drive shaft with 
respect to the sequence switch drive 
ma~net pole-pteces and driven discs. On 
frames where the sequence switch position 
opposite thi.s driving disc 1s unequipped, 
the disc nearest the second bearing and 
associated with an equipped position 
may have be~n used as e reference disc. 
In either case, the reference disc is 
distinpuished by a red line on the up
per side of the disc. 

(4) In shiftin~ tbe position of the ver-

ADDENDUM A470.003 

tic el drive shaft on e frame where 
a reference disc is !"ound1 rotate the 
shaft to a position such ~bat the red 
line on this disc is in alignment with 
the front edge of the pole-piece as shown 
in Fig. 9. Then raise or lower the ver• 
tical drive shaft until the gap between 
the pole-piece and the reference disc is 
.005" as ~auged with the No. 85A gauge. 
If no dt'1vinp; disc is marked as a refer
ence disc select, as a substitute, e driv
in~ disc which is free from wobble for 
use in making this adjustment. Thie will 
usually locate all of the driving disc e· 
properly with respect to allot tbe se• 
quence switches in the bay. However, 
shouJ.d it be necessary to move an in• 
div1dual drivi.ng disc or to correct the 
gap between the pole-piece and driven 
disc of any sequence switch, proceed as 
outlined below. 

Reference 
Driving Diec---~ 

Magnet Mounting 
screw-------~ 

Vert1oa1 
Drive Shatt 

Pole 
Pieoe-----

Red Line-----J 

Fig. 9 - Method of Lining Up Reference 
01s0 with Pole-Piece 

(5) Individuai Driving Disc Too Hi~ or 
Too Low with Respect to Driven lsc 

If only a few driving discs are too b]gh 
or too low, loosen the driving disc set 
screw with the 4" regular screw-driver 
or w1 th the KS-6098 wrench depending up
on whether the screw is a fillisterhe~d 
set screw or a Bristo set screw and raise 
or lower the driving di.sc as required. 
In order to t'aise the driving disc 
it may be necessary to •raise either the 
pole-piece or the complete drive magnet 
assembly as covered in (8) and (9) in 
order to prevent the driving disc from 
rubbing on the pole-piece. Tighten the 
driving disc set screw end readjust the 
gap between the driving disc and pole
piece as covered in (Bl, (9) and (10). 
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3.08 (Continued) 

(6) Do not loosen the sequence switch 
mount1Q~ screw or shift the posi• 

tion of the sequence swi tcb t.o adjust for 
this requirement. With the driving disc 
set screw only lightly tightened it 1s 
permissible to tap lightly on the to? 
surface of the disc with the handle o 
the screw• driver 1D IllOve the dl' iv ing disc 
downward. Take care not to tap the dri v
infl d.isc down too rar and do not tap it 
upward as this will groove the sh~ft 
and when the disc is raised, it will not 
hold its adjustment. 

( 7 J In cases where the apparatus has been 
in service for some time with the 

driving disc set below the limit speci• 
tied and a ,:n-oove has been worn in the 
driven disc it will not he necessary to 
relocate the dr1Vi?Jg disc to meet the 
requirement unless the operation of the 
switch indicates that such a change is 
desirable. In case a ~roove with sharp 
edges is worn 1n the driven disc, it may 
be necessary'tD replace the disc as cov
ered in the section or Division A500 cov• 
eri~ this apparatus. 

(8) Gap Between Drivin5 D1so and Pole• 
Piece If the clearance between the 

driv~isc end the pole-piece is not 
within the specified limits, stop the 
vertical drive shaf't and turn it to the 
position in which the drivinp; disc set 
screw is under the drive magnet. Ex
perience has shown that this is the po
s1 tion in which the gap between the driv• 
in~ disc and the pole•piece is the small· 
est. Then loosen the three pole•pieoe 
mounting screws with the Nos. 206 and 
207 offset screw•drivers,raise or low
er the pole-piece as required and tight
en the screws. 

(9) If the ~ap is still too large or too 
small and the boles in the spoolhead 

will permit of no further movement of the 
pole•p1ece 1 loosen the four ma~net mount• 
in,!,? screws with the Nos. 206 and 207 off
set screw-drivers, raise or lo-eT the 
maQ;net as required to meet the specified 
limits and tighten the screws. 

(10) If the gap still fails to meet the 
require.ment move the driving disc 

up or down as covered in ( 5), taking care 
that the proper relation between the 
drivin~ and driven discs is maintained. 

3.11 Contact Spring Pressure (Rq.2.11) 

(4) To check for part {o) of the re-
quirement on an outer contact spring, 

apply the KS-6320 oran~e stick back ot 
the slot in the sprin,:!:, push the spring 
away from the cam and observe whether 
the two prongs leave the cam at ap
proximately the same time. In check
in~ the requirement on an inner spring 
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the No. 235 adjuster may be used to 
push the spring away from the cam. To 
adjust an outer contact spring use the 
No. 256 adjuster end to adJust an inner 
contact spri~ use the No. 235 adjuster 
as indicated in Figs. 24 or 25, respec
tively, of the section. Make sure that 
requirements 2.15 (Clearance Between 
Contact Sprln~ Edges and Adjacent Edges 
of Notched·0ut Portions of Cams) and 
2.16 (Position ot Contact Spring with 
Respect to the Edges ot the Cams) are 
met. 

(5) rr, after adjusting the contact 
spring pressure on a spl1 t contact 

spring, both prongs of the spring do 
not leave a cam cutting approximately 
eimultaneously when the sequence switch 
is rotated slowly by band, correct the 
misali~n.ment by adjustiilll the tips of 
the contact spring with the No. 462A 
adjuster as shown in Fig. 10. Make an 
attempt to adjust the pronp:s so ttlat 
the angle at which the tips of the springs 
make contact with the cam is approxi• 
mately 45 degrees. The slots in the ad
juster are at an aIJFle of 45 de.ci:rees to 
the cam when the handle of the adjuster 
is parallel to the cam. In adjusting 
an inner pronF, m.ove the spring away 
from the cam to place the spring ad
juster on the inner prong. 

,---Split Contact 
Spring 

No. 462A 
Adjuster 

Fig. 10 - Method of Adjusting Prongs 
of Split Contact Springs 
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3.19 Special Spring Adjustment (Rq.2.19) 

(1) If the special sequence requirement 
specified on the circuit requirement 

table is not met, readjust the position 
of the spring with respect to the cut
ting as outlined in procedures 3.15 and 
3.16 of the section. 

(2} Correct misalignment of the prongs 
of the split contact spring as cov

ered in procedure 3.11 (5) of this ad
dendum. 

Centerin~ of 
(Bq.2.23 

Contact Springs on Cams 

(1) In checking for parts (a), (b} and 
(c) of this requireQent, make sure 

that the "A" cam roller is in the center 
of the notch of the "A" cam. If necessary 
to adjust for this requirement, proceed 
as covered in procedures 3.15 and 3.16 
ot the section. 

APPROVED: 
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(2) Do not lengthen the "A" spring to 
meet part ( d) of the requirement be

cause of the possibili~y of intro• 
ducing a short circuit between this 
spring and the edge or the "A" cam. 
If necessary to adjust for this part 
ot the requirement, make the adjust• 
ment on the cam or spring at fault 
other then the "A" spring. If the re
quirement is not met because of wear 
of the "A" spring, replace the "A" 
cam roller and spring assembly as cov• 
ered 1n the section of Div1Sion A500 cov• 
ering this apparatus. 

REASON FOR :REISSUE - CHA~CES IN ADJUSTIID 
PROCEDURES 
1. To list additional tools (3.001). 

2. To revise the procedure covering gap be
tween driving and driven discs (3.07). 

3. To add adjusting _procedures for split 
contact springs (3~11) and (3.19). 
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